
Ambassador Programme

We are looking for passionate changemakers to join us as We-Consent Ambassadors. The programme

includes training that will equip and empower participants with all the tools and skills they need to

safely become consent conversation starters. 

What are we asking?

A bespoke training course provided by We-Consent and

DRCC to leave you feeling empowered and confident

having conversations about consent. This training covers

consent, the basics of trauma, activism communication

skills, safely signposting and supporting others and much

more. 

Quarterly check ins including campaign updates and

group support with a DRCC therapist.

Access to DRCC and We-Consent training materials.

Support and mentoring from the We-Consent team.

Exclusive We-Consent merch. 

Further training from activism experts in things like using

social media for social change and design skills.  

We-Consent is a new long-term national
programme to inform, educate and

engage with all members of our society
about consent.  

Complete our Ambassador Training 1.

2. Be a conversation starter

We’ll be asking you to open the door to safe conversations

with people within your world. Chat to them about consent,

spread the word, post online, come to events, point people in

the direction of workshops, hand out leaflets and eventually

build your own network of supporters.  

What are we offering?

REQUIREMENTS
No previous experience or qualifications are

required. Successful applicants receive full

training and have access to support and

mentoring. You don’t need any previous

experience with activism, just a passion for all

things consent, a belief in positive change and

support for survivors of sexual violence.  

 

We welcome applications from people from all

sections of the community, irrespective of race,

colour, gender, age, disability, sexual orientation,

religion or belief. We encourage applications from

people from marginalised communities with

unique perspectives of consent.  

APPLICATION
PROCESS

Fill in the application form and let us know why you

would like to be a We-Consent Ambassador

 

Closing Date for applications: COB 08/08/2023

 

Successful candidates will be invited to interview via

zoom during the week of 14/08/2023 

 

Applicants must be able to commit to completing

the training at the designated times and be available

to attend the final in person meeting.  

When:   Once a week for 6 sessions. The next training course

commences in mid September and will occur at the same

time each week after 6pm. Exact timings will be issued ASAP.  

The training is two hours.  

Where:    The training will take place online except for our final

session which will involve meeting as a group in person in

Dublin. 

What:   The training involves modules in consent skills,

disclosures and boundaries and activism communication.  

WHEN:

WHERE:

WHAT:


